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Zero Beat
January 2021

General Mee ng
Second Wednesday
7:30 pm On Zoom

2020-12-09 HPARC meeting on Zoom
Meeting opened 7:30pm
Pledge of Allegiance
15 new or renewed members this month
Presentation by John Teagardin AA8UU on Dart noise floor,
propagation, and space weather

Club Oﬃcers
President

Joe Raznik

WB2ADX

joeraznik@gmail.com

1st. VP

Jim Poehlman K8ABZ

Aaron Tobin

Looking to spruce up the website, there is a group throwing together ideas, if you have an idea you think would be interesting
let Joe know.
New education classes beginning January- General on Mondays,
Extra on Tuesdays, and Technicians on Thursdays.

k8abz@arrl.net

2nd. VP

Review by Joe of the Sweepstakes performance of the club. Arrl
10 meter contest announced, let John AA8UU know if you intend
to operate. Also, for Winter Field Day at the end of January- Let
John know if you intend to operate, and we’ll use the contest
online scoreboard to track club totals.

W8VIP

tobin292@gmail.com

Discussion of merchandise, to assess interest in new merchandise. Some interest.

Discussion of history of DART antenna, going to research

Secretary

Reuven Gevaryhu

replacing it as it is 30 years old and might be a cause of noise on
the repeater.

KB3EHW

rgevaryahu@gmail.com

Discussion of public service that happened on the DART in

Treasurer

Bob Lauer

the past (Ted K8NA/Mike W8VPC/Jay, etc)

N8REL

rlau6@aol.com

Parliamentarian Marvin Stasak
N8HZM marvstasak@gmail.com

Director

Bill Ketel II

N8QVS

Mike WD8S gave some more advice about the 10 meter contest
coming up this weekend. K8ALH asked if somebody doesn’t submit does it count? Mike yes, you are allowed a certain percentage
of “unique contacts”, and those count even if the other person
doesn’t submit the log… but if you submit too many of those the
system knows you probably made them up.

Rick KB5OO - The public service discussion would be interesting to include in the zero beat. Can somebody write that up?
Joe- I’ll talk to Ted and Mike.

n8qvs@arrl.net
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Steve N8FH - Software called RBdigital through
local libraries can get CQ magazine, at least
through the Farmington Hills library.
Al K8ALH- Reminds us that Able electronics (St
Clair Shores) has a 10% off club discount. Jim
K8ABZ was there recently and confirms that they
have good inventory and do offer the club discount.
Meeting adjourned at 9:09 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Reuven Gevaryahu
HPARC Secretary

HPARC Nets
HPARC Oﬃcial Sunday Night
2‐meter Phone Net
Every Sunday a 9:00 Pm local me on the DART repeat‐
er, 146.64 (PL 1 00), catch up on club news and infor‐
ma on, and just to keep in touch. All amateurs are wel‐
come to check in.

ARPSC Thursday Night
2‐meter phone net
Every Thursday at 8:00 PM on the W8OAK repeater,
146.90 (PL 100). The Hospital radio check net takes
place on the last Thursday each month at 7:30 PM on
the W8OAK repeater. h p:///www.arpsc.com

Around Town
HPARC Buddy Breakfast every Saturday at
9:00 AM (or so)
Cozy Cabin Diner, 2129 E. 12 Mile Rd, Warren, MI
Come in early for the socializing. Park in the restau‐
rant parking lot.

Oakland County ARPSC Siren Tes ng, 1st
Saturday at 1:00 PM.
March through November except April. Contact Mar‐
sha, N8FE, at n8fe@arrl.net, to be assigned a siren to
test.

Volunteer Posi ons
Technical Coordinator & W8HP Trustee
Joe Raznik, WB2ADX joeraznik@arrl.net
W8JXU Trustee
Bill Ketel, N8QVS n8qvs@arrl.net
Educa on/VE Tes ng
Jerry Begel, W9NPI w9npi@comcast.net
Contest Mentors
Mike Van Buren, WD8S wd8s@arrl.net
Gerry Treas, K8GT k8gt@arrl.net
LoTW Manager
Murray Sco , KE8UM ke8um@arrl.net
Webmaster
David Koch, AA8IK
Zero Beat Newsle er/Public Informa on Oﬃcer
Rick Laird, KB5OO ricklaird1@comcast.net
Mee ng Coﬀee & Donuts
Brenda White, KD8SGB kd8sgb@gmail.com
Sunday Net Net Control Operators
Bob Lauer, N8REL Lee DeRosia, KD8TBC John
Li le, W8TOY
Banquet June 10, 2020
John Li le, W8TOY
HPARC Oﬃcial Cook
Bill Ketel, N8QVS
Swap and Shop January 19th 2020
Open
Member Mee ng Audio Visual Support
Ken Simpson,KE8LIG
HPARC Picnic Chair August 12th 2020
Jay Schwartz, KB8SBI
Holiday Party December 9th 2020
The Board
Club Equipment Inventory
Jim Poehlman, K8ABZ
Lark In The Park
John Teagardin, AA8UU
Field Day June 26‐27 2020
John Teagardin, AA8UU Ken Krause, AD8M
Mee ng Greater
Edgar Walton, N8LBS
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Steve N8FH - Software called RBdigital through
local libraries can get CQ magazine, at least
through the Farmington Hills library.
Al K8ALH- Reminds us that Able electronics (St
Clair Shores) has a 10% off club discount. Jim
K8ABZ was there recently and confirms that they
have good inventory and do offer the club discount.
Meeting adjourned at 9:09 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Reuven Gevaryahu
HPARC Secretary

Info about difference between clock
time and sunrise time by W3LPL in
the DailyDX
The plane between the sun and the Earth is called
the ecliptic plane. Its defined as the imaginary plane containing the Earth's orbit around the
sun. During the course of a year, the sun's apparent
path through the sky lies in this plane. Of course,
the Earth stays in the ecliptic plane and the planets
also orbit the sun close to the ecliptic.
The intensity and frequency of geomagnetic disturbances -- especially geomagnetic storms -- is strongly affected by the coupling efficiency between the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the Earth's
magnetosphere. By far the most important factor is
the orientation of the north-south component of the
IMF with respect to the Earth's magnetic
field. Geomagnetic storms rarely occur when the
north-south component of the IMF is not oriented
southward. Fortunately the Earth's magnetic field
prevents most of the energy of the solar wind -- especially during powerful energetic disturbances
such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs) -- from
penetrating the Earth's magnetosphere.

Earth's magnetic field and the IMF when the IMF is
oriented southward, reducing the frequency and intensity of resulting geomagnetic disturbances and geomagnetic storms.
The opposite happens during the equinox seasons
( September, October, March and April) when the
Earth's 23.4 degree tilt no longer decreases the
coupling efficiency between the Earth's magnetic
field and the IMF when the IMF is oriented southward, increasing the frequency and intensity
of resulting geomagnetic disturbances and geomagnetic storms.
The Seasonal Distribution of Geomagnetic Disturbances
While
geomagnetic
disturbances
and geomagnetic storms are usually weaker and less
frequent during the solstices, during late June 2015
three consecutive CMEs and a persistent southward
oriented
IMF
caused
the
secondmost severe geomagnetic storm during solar cycle 24
.We wouldn't notice our persistent late sunrises during
January if we still used sundials instead of clocks. The
error between our clocks and solar time was at its
least on December 8-9 and will be at its greatest
from February 4-17. The persistent error between our
clocks and solar time during January is what makes
sunrise occur at its latest from January 3-6 and sunrise will only slowly change until late January because
the clock error in increasing almost as fast as the sunrise time.
73
Frank

But...
When the IMF is oriented southward -- opposite to
the Earth's magnetic field -- for an extended period
of time CME effects are amplified by conversion of
IMF magnetic energy into additional kinetic energy
in the solar wind, accelerating and heating the so-

lar wind. Highly energetic solar wind particles
then penetrate into the magnetosphere and
ionosphere through a complex and only partially understood process called magnetic reconnection.

During the solstice seasons (June, July, December
and January) the Earth's 23.4 degree tilt reduces
the coupling efficiency between
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Earthlings and astronauts
chat away, via ham radio

January 2021 Hazel Park Amateur Radio Club Zero Beat
operators, known as "hams," during that stay at the
space station in 2010. "It became my emotional, and
a really visceral, connection to the planet."
The first amateur radio transmission from space
dates to 1983, when astronaut Owen Garriott took to
the airwaves from the Space Shuttle Columbia. Garriott was a licensed ham who, back on Earth, had
used his home equipment in Houston to chat with his
father in Oklahoma.
Garriott and fellow astronaut Tony England pushed
NASA to allow amateur radio equipment aboard
shuttle flights.

The International Space Station cost more than
$100 billion. A ham radio set can be had for a few
hundred bucks.
Perhaps that explains, in part, the appeal of having
one of humankind's greatest scientific inventions
communicate with Earth via technology that's more
than 100 years old. But perhaps there's a simpler
explanation for why astronauts and ham radio operators have been talking, and talking, for
years.
NASA astronaut Doug Wheelock was just a few
weeks into his six-month mission at
the space station when feelings of isolation began to
set in.
Wheelock would be separated from loved ones,
save for communication via an internet phone, email
or social media. At times, the stress and tension of
serving as the station's commander could be intense.
One night, as he looked out a window at the Earth
below, he remembered the space station's ham radio. He figured he'd turn it on—see if anyone was
listening.
"Any station, any station, this is the International
Space Station," Wheelock said.

"We thought it would be a good encouragement
for young people to get interested in science and engineering if they could experience this," said England, who was the second astronaut to use ham radio in space.
An almost-all-volunteer organization called Amateur
Radio on the International Space Station, or ARISS,
now helps arrange contact between students and
astronauts on the space station. Students prepare to
ask questions rapid-fire, one after another, into the
ham radio microphone for the brief 10-minute window before the space station flies out of range.
"We try to think of ourselves as planting seeds and
hoping that we get some mighty oaks to grow," said
Kenneth G. Ransom, the ISS Ham project coordinator at NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston.
Typically, about 25 schools throughout the world are
chosen each year, said Rosalie White, international
secretary treasurer at ARISS.
"Not too many people get to talk to an astronaut,"
she said. "They get the importance of that."
The conversations are a treat for the astronauts as
well.
"You're talking to someone and looking right down at
where they are," NASA astronaut Ricky Arnold II
said.
This was extracted from the PHYS,ORG website.
Refferal by Jerry Begel, W9NPI

A flood of voices jumbled out of the airwaves.
Astronauts aboard the space station often speak to
students via ham radio, which can also be used in
emergencies, but those are scheduled appearances.
Some, like Wheelock, spend their limited free time
making contact with amateur radio operators around
the world.
"It allowed me to ... just reach out to humanity down
there," said Wheelock, who interacted with many
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